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4: Civic Square
A new civic square can serve as a reception area and meeting point for 
the town, designed to invite people in to sit, relax and socialise. A flexible 
gathering space suitable for all kinds of community focused events as well 
as activities that increase the ‘dwell time’ of visitors to the town centre. A 
place where people can safely meet in the evening. A place of performance 
(formal and informal), a place for people-watching and in turn a place to be 
seen. A place for continual change, activated with events.

1: Green Route
Bringing nature back into the town centre, densely planted areas display 
an assortment of smells and colours to stimulate the senses and promote 
biodiversity. Landscape features that provide opportunity to stop, rest and 
socialise. Incidental play features create a new point of attraction for young 
people and families.

3: Upper Terrace
A sheltered and intimate social space and setting for cultural venue/cafe/
creative space spill-out. Designed to invite people in to sit and relax - such 
movable tables and chairs allowing visitors to create their own social setting 
- amongst a soft and welcoming landscape incorporating generous planting 
schemes for biodiversity and well-being. Public seating incorporated within 
generous planting schemes designed for biodiversity and well-being with 
planting beds designed to create a soft and intimate setting for spill-out.

2: Green Roof
The green roof on the link building provides 
continuity of the landscaping through the 
building itself and reflects the route of the original 
Battery Green park - providing bio diversity 
enhancements to a site that currently offers very 
little in terms of sustainability and ecological value. 
 
Increasing ecological habitat,  building thermal 
insulation and reducing surface water run off rates  
and  running costs - the green roof is a sustainable 
and environmentally friendly way of softening the 
impact of the development on nature and the 
town centre
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